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Abstract

Aim. This article is a report of a protocol for studying the development and evaluation of an online parent information and support package for home-based care of children with chronic kidney disease stages 3–5. The study is funded by a National Institute of Health Research, Research for Patient Benefit Grant awarded (December 2010). Approval to undertake the study was obtained from the Department of Health National Research Ethics Service (June 2011).

Background. Children with chronic kidney disease require skilled, home-based care by parents, supported by professionals. Parents have identified a need for continuously available online resources to supplement professional support, and structured resources tailored to parents’ needs are highlighted by policy makers as key to optimizing care; yet, online resource provision is patchy with little evidence base.

Methods. Using mixed methods, we will (i) conduct parent/child/young person/professional/patient and parent volunteer focus groups to explore views on existing resources, (ii) collaboratively define gaps in provision, identify desirable components, develop/test resources and conduct a feasibility randomized controlled trial, and (iii) of usual professional support versus usual support supplemented by the package. Eighty parents of children with chronic kidney disease will be randomized. Primary outcomes will assess parents’ self-efficacy and views of resources, using standardized measures at entry and 24 weeks, and semi-structured interviews at 24 weeks. We will finalize trial components for a later definitive trial.

Discussion. By working collaboratively, we will derive a detailed insight into parents’ information and support needs and experiences of using the package, and should see improved parental self-efficacy.
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Introduction

Parents of children and young people (children) with chronic kidney disease stages 3–5 (CKD) have identified a need for continuously available online materials to supplement (not replace) existing professional support, and assist home-based care giving of their child’s medical condition. Kidney function is assessed by estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and CKD is classified on this basis: stage 3 refers to moderate kidney impairment, stage 4, severe impairment and stage 5, established renal failure (ERF). This article presents a protocol for a study to develop and evaluate with families, nurses, other multidisciplinary team members and volunteers an online parent information and support (OPIS) package for use when managing CKD at home.

Background

In the UK, growing numbers of children aged 0–19 years are treated for CKD, with the South Asian population showing a prevalence 2.5 times that of the White population (Griffin & MacGregor 2005, DOH 2006, Lewis 2008). Treatments can be complex and intrusive and are managed by multidisciplinary teams (MDT), but usually delivered by parents who receive MDT support. In our previous research, parents described the skilled care they delivered at home, often involving patients in their own care. Parents identified a need for reliable, continuously available, online materials to supplement (not replace) existing forms of support and to empower them when professionals are less accessible (Scott et al. 1997, Swallow & Jacoby 2001a, 2001b, Swallow et al. 2008, 2009, 2011a, 2011b). Structured resources tailored to parents’ cultural, learning and ethnic needs are recommended; yet, little research exists to inform professionals when creating resources (DOH 2006).

Previous research does help us to begin understanding how families share treatment regimens with MDTs (Thorne & Paterson 2001, Coulthard & Crosier 2002, Santacroce 2003, Sinha & Webb 2006, Swallow 2008, Swallow et al. 2008, Tong et al. 2008, Kieckhefer et al. 2009, Knafl et al. 2009) and how family management styles vary (Knafl et al. 2009, Morton et al. 2010), although until recently, little evidence existed that reported actual interactions between carers and professionals when skills are transferred. In our prior research, parents participated in MDT-led learning and assessment that was both planned and spontaneous; nurses were a key element of professional care-giving in this context; moreover, they often acted as family learning brokers (Wenger 1998, Swallow 2008, Swallow et al. 2008). Fathers’ involvement in care-giving is increasingly recognized, although fathers’ contributions are often less ‘visible’ to MDTs, so some receive information second-hand (Wysocki & Gavin 2004, Hovey 2005, Sullivan-Bolyai et al. 2006, Swallow et al. 2011a, 2011b).

When parents of children with CKD experienced difficulty processing health information [a concept defined as Health Literacy (HL) (Speros 2005)], this sometimes led to them not recognizing clinical changes, and some were reluctant to acknowledge comprehension difficulties in case their parenting was criticized (Swallow 2008), thus increasing their likelihood of web-searching for continuously available support to enhance self-efficacy (Bandura 1997). Some parents purchased computers to access the internet for clinical information. Studies also highlight the challenge for professionals of supporting parents’ variable care-giving needs at a distance (Tuffrey & Finlay 2002, Swallow 2008), while professionals may not always be equipped to fulfil information signposting roles (Ellins & McIver 2008).

Existing online CKD material focuses on news or clinical research rather than on care-giving, yet increasing internet use by society (Tuffrey & Finlay 2002, Ferguson & Frydman 2004, Ellins & McIver 2008, National-Statistics-Online 2008, OFCOM 2008, Whyte & Hunter 2008, ITU-D 2010) has transformed NHS clients’ relationships with information, making it more likely that parents will search online for supplementary information, although unreliable sites exist (Darzi 2008). Changing trends in internet use, a dearth of research on what parents think about existing formats of online information and support and a ‘digital divide’ between those who do/do not have internet access (OFCOM 2008) means that we need a detailed examination of what online support parents use and would like. Studies are now advocated in which the first generation of e-patients are taught to manage care with the best support IT can provide and where professionals and patients develop and evaluate new models of e-patient innovation (Ferguson & Frydman 2004, Ellins & McIver 2008). Opportunities now exist to co-create online support helping parents to be ‘expert’ carers (Coulter & Ellins 2007, Fox 2009). Most health information is produced at a higher than average reading age, making it difficult for many consumers to understand (Ellins & McIver 2008). It is recommended that consumers be involved in information development at every stage (Wagner et al. 2007, Ellins & McIver 2008) and the OPIS project will begin addressing these issues. The study was awarded a National Institute of Health Research, Research for Patient Benefit Grant (PB-PG-0110-21305) 14th December 2010.
The study

Purpose and aims

The study will build on previous research by developing, and evaluating the feasibility and user acceptability of, an online support package for parents of children with CKD. In collaboration with parents, patients, nurses, other members of the multidisciplinary team and voluntary groups, we aim to develop and evaluate the OPIS and the technological infrastructure to match parents’ needs to the amount and type of information they require, acknowledging the considerable differences between parenting children and young people. Material developed in collaboration with English speaking parents will be subjected to assessment by the SMOG readability formula then translated into the other most commonly spoken languages participants identify. This study is part of a phased approach to developing and evaluating an intervention that meets the learning needs of. Our aims are:

- To explore views of parent care-givers, patients and professionals on existing and new online forms of parent information and support, the forms of information and support parents (and patients) would like more of and how these would best be delivered to parents.
- To build on findings from the point above and with parents/children/young people/professionals/voluntary sector representatives collaboratively develop an educational online parent information and support package (OPIS) to facilitate home-based care-giving, pilot it with parents to obtain detailed feedback and refine the OPIS.
- To conduct a pilot randomized controlled study of OPIS to assess its feasibility and user acceptability, finalize trial components and define a protocol for a later, national definitive RCT.

If the intervention is effective, we would seek funding to support a later national RCT evaluating feasibility and effectiveness of OPIS on parent care-giving.

Design

To achieve breadth and depth of analysis, the study uses a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods and participatory techniques (Waterman et al. 2001). The design aims to support research participation by children, fathers, mothers, professionals and volunteers (Swallow & Macfadyen 2004, Swallow et al. 2007, Macfadyen et al. 2011). The study’s conceptual framework, based on Wenger’s (Wenger 1998) social theory of learning, emphasizes learning as experienced in communities of practice (CoPs) encompassing learning as experiencing, doing, belonging and becoming. The study will recruit from one specialist centre where children are currently treated for CKD 3–5. Inclusion criteria require participating families to have existing home computers and internet access.

In CKD management: parents may perform the vast majority of care-giving, including tasks that are complex and demanding (DOH 2006:14), so parent (and patient) views are important targets for professional interventions designed to empower parents. To maximize recruitment, Community Professionals who share care with children’s kidney units will be notified of the study. The outcome will be a well-developed, rigorously evaluated online package, tailored to care-giving needs of parents of children of all ages.

Phase 1

Participants

A purposive sample of 40 children (0–19 years) with CKD (10 South Asian and 30 English to reflect ethnic proportions of the CKD population) identified through unit records, their parents (‘new’ and ‘experienced’ care-givers) and professionals will be invited to participate in one of approximately ten homogeneous focus group (Ritchie & Lewis 2003) comprising:

- Parent: mother, father or couple (acknowledging the fact gender-specific preferences may exist (Katz 2002, Swallow 2008, Macfadyen et al. 2011, Swallow et al. 2011a); South Asian (with interpreter if needed) or English language.
- Patient: (i) aged 4–12 years, using suitable techniques such as ‘draw and tell’ (ii) aged 13–19 years, using suitable techniques to engage young people.
- Professional/volunteer: MDT, community professionals and volunteers.

Data collection

Groups, involving 8–10 participants and lasting approximately 30–60 minutes each will be conducted by experienced researchers at a time and place convenient to participants, digitally recorded and later transcribed. Views on advantages and disadvantages of existing CKD-specific and generic online forms of information and support, and use and accessibility of supplementary online resources will be explored, to collaboratively define the components desirable in an online package. Discussion prompts designed to stimulate debate, gain insights and generate ideas to pursue in greater depth will include demonstrations of existing online resources verified by professionals. Topic guides will be regularly refined to reflect emerging issues (Ritchie & Lewis 2003).
Data analysis
Data will be analysed using Framework Analysis’ (Ritchie & Lewis 2003, Swallow et al. 2007), a systematic, method for handling large amounts of qualitative data. Independent reviews of data samples will be discussed by researchers until consensus is achieved.

Phase 2
Participants
We will establish a ‘virtual’ development group comprising four children and four young people with CKD (English and South Asian), their parents and interpreter if needed; the researcher and technologist appointed, health professionals and voluntary sector representatives.

Data collection
Building on phase 1 analysis, we will collaboratively determine desirable components of the OPIS package, identifying appropriate existing resources to use, and produce pilot resources to address identified gaps in existing provision. A working group will be convened (comprising the PI, technologist and researcher appointed) to write resources that MDT members will review for accuracy. Resource design will take advantage of technological capabilities (Fox 2009) (providing these can be readily accessed by parents) that are sufficiently developed to support implementation of online resources.

Data analysis
Material will be assigned to one of two categories (need-to-know, useful-to-know) and will, as far as possible, use familiar 1 or 2 syllable words, short sentences of up to 15 words and short paragraphs. To reflect normal speech, the second person pronoun ‘you’ will be used rather than the ‘first or third’ person. Medical terminology will be defined in non-technical language. Common terms used by professionals but not used colloquially by parents will be linked to a glossary defining these terms. Written and visual material will be designed to encourage specific actions rather than simply stating facts and will use a friendly rather than reproachful tone. Material will be broken into small sections with subheadings to help organize information flow. Parent and patient interaction will be invited by, for instance, offering short ‘self-test’ quizzes, presenting frequently asked questions/answers and scenarios for consideration using illustrations and photographs, and providing links to reliable, in-depth resources. Materials will be designed to match gender, culture and ethnicity so depicting the population’s diversity (Memghini 2005) and assessed using the SMOG readability formula before being translated for South Asian parents and piloted in four focus groups: parent (i) English, (ii) South Asian and patient: (iii) child and (iv) young person to obtain in-depth feedback for further refinement and development.

Phase 3
The OPIS will be sited in a University, password-protected, online learning environment available only to the phase 3 intervention group and the research team. We will pilot the OPIS to inform the national RCT by testing its impact on a range of variables, determining initial data for the primary outcome measures, informing sample size calculation and monitoring recruitment rates.

Participants
At least 30 participants per group is recommended for pilots (Lancaster et al. 2004) so we aim to recruit 80 ‘new’ and ‘experienced’ parental (biological, step or adoptive) caregivers of 20 South Asian and 60 White children who commenced management for CKD in the preceding 3 years and require home-based care (40 per group to allow for a 25% attrition rate). Parents will be randomly assigned to intervention or control groups (Streiner & Norman 2008) stratified for care-giving status (new or experienced); level of home-based clinical care-giving (low or high) to help ensure equal distribution of these important factors between groups; and be assessed at pre-test on all variables. Other potentially important variables will be compared between groups descriptively at baseline to check for any potential imbalance. The random allocation sequence will be generated using nQuery Advisor 6.0, concealed from researchers and parents/patients prior to allocation, although parents will not be blind to the intervention.

Data collection
Background measures. We will gather demographic data (child’s: age, gender, postcode, diagnosis; age of CKD onset; parents’: age, gender, ethnicity, language, educational, socio-economic status) and ask mothers and fathers to report the clinical tasks they currently undertake, to help us identify patterns of care-giving. Seventy seven percent of dependent UK children live with their biological mother and father regardless of parents’ marital status (ONS 2009). Ethnicity will be coded according to the 2001 Census groups. Parents’ age at leaving full-time education will be recorded.

Primary outcome measures
The five outcome measures being used are:
- The Rapid Estimate for Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) involves subjects reading aloud a list of medical
words arranged in increasing order of difficulty. This has face, criterion and construct validity for use as a screening tool in the UK (Memghini 2005).

- The 12-item, Service System Subscale of the Family Empowerment Scale (FES) explores parents’ relationships with health professionals and the level of comfort in asking questions/voicing their opinions (Koren et al. 1992).
- The Family Management Measure (FaMM) was developed to measure how families manage caring for a chronic condition and the extent to which they incorporate management into family life (Knafl et al. 2009).
- The Dads Active Disease Support Scale (DADS) assesses the amount of support offered by fathers, and mothers’ perceptions of the quality of that support (Wysocki & Gavin 2004).
- The Suitability Assessment of Materials (SAM) Instrument evaluates 22 criteria and calculates a suitability score (Wagner et al. 2007).

The control group will receive care-giving information from the MDT in the standard way; the intervention group will receive standard information plus instruction on use of and (password protected) access to OPIS via home computer(s). During the pilot, OPIS use will be tracked online. After 24 weeks, primary outcome measures will be repeated with both groups to compare pre/post-intervention outcomes. We will collate feedback from all target parents. Case-note reviews will identify and record documented clinical discussions relating to forms of information provision (e.g. in discharge letters/summaries). We would expect parents in the intervention group to report improved scores in all measures [for FaMM, improved (higher) scores on scales indicative of greater ease in family management and lower scores on scales indicative of more difficulty]. Data will be entered into SPSS to produce descriptive statistics.

**Data analysis**

The main analyses will be intention-to-treat (dropouts will not be contacted for ethical reasons, although their data will be used where possible), with protocol violations being assessed carefully as part of a feasibility analysis. Analysis will concentrate on the estimation of confidence intervals for differences in outcome measures between groups and associated effect sizes to inform a full RCT, rather than formal hypothesis testing (Streiner & Norman 2008). Parameter estimates will be used to calculate the potential sample size required for a full RCT.

After the 24-week assessment, both parent groups will participate in individual or couple semi-structured interviews. Discussion will focus on parents’ experiences of information/support provision (standard or standard plus OPIS). Tracking data will be used during interviews with the intervention group to elicit understanding of how, when and why participants’ used online resources. Interview transcripts will be analysed using Framework. Secondary analyses will record any reported problems using computers, OPIS clarification requests to professionals and indicators of treatment adherence. If the OPIS is effective, we would aim to seek further funding to conduct a UK-wide, definitive RCT, evaluating the impact of OPIS on parental self-efficacy.

The project management group (PMG) comprising applicants and staff appointed will meet monthly with additional meetings if difficulties arise and will report progress or difficulties to the project steering committee (PSC). The PSC (comprising applicants, staff appointed, parent and voluntary sector representatives) will meet meet at 0, 12 and 24 months to monitor progress against the project plan and act as a data monitoring committee.

**Ethical considerations**

The study was approved by the UK National Research Ethics Service (13th June 2011 11/NW/0268), a university ethics Committee and an NHS Trust R&D Department. Study documentation use ages appropriate formats for children and will if necessary be translated into a different language for parents or children. After receiving written and verbal explanations participants will provide signed consent and be assured that the study is not ‘testing’ knowledge or ‘judging’ care-giving skills. Participants will be offered support, via a clinical psychologist if participation causes distress. No person-identifiable information will be shared between participants or used in reporting. Refusal to participate or later withdrawal will not jeopardize relationships in the Trust.

**Validity and reliability rigour**

The complex nature of childhood CKD information provision and the specialist nature of home-based CKD management mean that families may seek care-giving advice from Community Professionals and hence their views will also be sought. During phase 3, there is potential for an increase in clinical consultation time if participating parents wish to discuss the project with professionals and the OPIS may stimulate further clinical questions by parents to professionals. To address this potential, technical questions about OPIS will be redirected to the researcher and clinical advice-giving relating to the OPIS will be noted by the clinician and gathered during case-note reviews. To optimize rigour, we
What is already known about this topic

- Parents of the growing numbers of children with chronic kidney disease stage 3–5 perform the majority of clinical care-giving at home, including tasks that are complex and demanding.
- Parents and policy makers have identified a need for accessible, evidence-based, online resources to supplement existing nursing and multidisciplinary team support, and empower parents’ home-based clinical care-giving.
- Further research is needed to develop and evaluate online parent information and support resources in collaboration with families, professionals and the voluntary sector involved with chronic kidney disease.

What this paper adds

- An evidence-based, online parent information and support package will be developed in a children’s kidney unit in collaboration with families, professionals and volunteers.
- A pilot, feasibility randomized controlled trial of usual support versus usual support supplemented by the package will be conducted with parents of 80 children with chronic kidney disease to assess the effectiveness of the package.
- We will use standardized measures and semi-structured interviews at 0 and 24 weeks to determine parents’ views of the online parent information and support package, and define a protocol for a later definitive national trial.

Implications for practice and/or policy

- Globally, there is growing professional and policy interest in providing evidence-based online resources to support parents of children with long-term conditions.
- If found to be effective in empowering parents and promoting their self-efficacy, the package could be made available in other kidney units and be a model for other conditions.
- The package should have a significant impact on parent satisfaction, children/young peoples’ experiences and clinical outcomes.

Limitations

The main limitations are: first, we are conducting the research in only one centre, which will limit generalizability of the findings; secondly, it is outside of the scope of this study to develop and evaluate child-specific resources.

Discussion

Internationally, the number of children needing home-based care for CKD Stages 3–5 is increasing. Treatment is costly (e.g. approximately £40,000 pa for dialysis per child), may be life-long and can transform children’s lives, but some will need different types of therapies throughout their life. The consequences may include changing diet, avoiding certain foods and limiting fluid intake (Griffin & MacGregor 2005, Goldstein et al. 2008). This project will provide evidence-based resources tailored to parents’ needs to strengthen home-based care-giving and optimize adherence to regimens.

Considerable differences exist between care needs of children and young people and therefore by seeking views of parents of patients of all ages and different ethnicities, and seeking patients’ views, the study should help us better understand how online material can support parents. The OPIS could be a global exemplar for other conditions and may help optimize professionals’ contact time with parents, so having much wider relevance in health care.

This project will provide a new, evidence-based, online information and support package that matches parents cultural, educational, ethnic and gender-specific support needs; technological skills; and the NHS technological infrastructure to the amount and type of information and forms of communication parents want. The large proportion of South Asian children with CKD means having resources available in English and the most commonly used South Asian languages will make them more accessible to all care-giving parents.

Conclusion

By working collaboratively to develop and evaluate resources that meet parents’ identified needs, we will derive a detailed insight into parents’ experiences of using OPIS, and should see improved parental self-efficacy.
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